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Synopsis 
 

The 1.7Å resolution crystal structure of MFE1 shows a conformation in which both catalytic sites are 

incompetent. The analysis of the structures of the complexes with 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA suggests how 

the conformational flexibility of MFE1 could be important for its function. 
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Abstract 

The peroxisomal multifunctional enzyme type-1 (MFE1) catalyzes two subsequent reactions of the 

-oxidation cycle, being the 2E-enoyl-CoA hydratase (ECH) and the NAD+ dependent 3S-

hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (HAD) reactions. MFE1 is a monomeric enzyme that has five 

domains. The N-terminal part (domains A and B) adopts the crotonase fold and the C-terminal part 

(domains C, D and E) adopts the HAD-fold. A new MFE1 crystal form has captured a conformation 

in which both active sites are incompetent. This structure, at 1.7Å resolution, shows the importance 

of the interactions between Phe272 of domain B (the linker-helix, helix H10 of the crotonase fold) 

and the beginning of loop-2 (of the crotonase fold) for stabilizing the competent ECH active site 

geometry. In addition, protein crystallographic binding studies using optimized crystal treatment 

protocols have captured a structure having both the 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA product and NAD+ bound 

in the HAD active site, showing the interactions between 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA with residues of the 

C, D and E domains. Structural comparisons show the importance of domain movements, in particular 

of the C-domain with respect to the D/E-domains and of the A-domain with respect to the HAD part. 

These comparisons suggest that the N-terminal part of the linker-helix, interacting tightly with 

domains A and E, functions as a hinge region for the movement of the A-domain with respect to the 

HAD-part. 

 

Introduction 

MFE1 (multifunctional enzyme, type-1) is an enzyme that has two active sites, being the 2E-enoyl-

CoA hydratase active site (ECH, EC 4.2.1.17) and the 3S-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase active 

site (HAD, EC 1.1.1.35). It catalyzes the second step (the ECH reaction) and third step (the HAD 

reaction) of the -oxidation cycle (Fig. 1). MFE1 is located in the vertebrate and plant peroxisomes 

(Hashimoto, 1999) together with MFE2 (Mehtälä et al., 2013). MFE1 and MFE2 are unrelated, 

having different sequences and folds. Both enzymes catalyse the same two -oxidation reactions but 

with different substrate specificities and the intermediate of the MFE2 catalysed reactions is 3R-

hydroxacyl-CoA, whereas for MFE1 the intermediate is 3S-hydroxyacyl-CoA. MFE2 is proposed to 

be involved in the -oxidation of fatty acids that have a bulky tail and/or a 2-methyl group, whereas 

MFE1 accepts linear 2E-enoyl-CoA molecules as substrates, but its true physiological substrate is not 

precisely known (Xu & Cuebas, 1996; Ding et al., 2013; Houten et al., 2012). MFE1 is a monomer, 

whereas MFE2 is a dimer. MFE1 also catalyses a 3,2-enoyl-CoA isomerase reaction (EC 1.1.1.35), 

by which 3E- or 3Z-enoyl-CoA are converted into 2E-enoyl-CoA (Kiema et al., 2002).  

The rat peroxisomal MFE1 (RnMFE1) that is studied here,   has 722 residues (Fig. S1). The crystal 

structure of this enzyme is known (Kasaragod et al., 2010; Kasaragod et al., 2013). The crystal 

structure of a plant peroxisomal MFE1 has also been described (Arent et al., 2010). Homologues of 

MFE1 that occur as the -chain of the 22 trifunctional enzyme have also been characterized (Sah-

Teli et al., 2020). MFE1 has 5 domains, referred to as domains A, B, C, D and E. The structure shows 

that domain A and domain B form the crotonase fold, catalyzing the ECH reaction. Domains C and 

D/E form the HAD part. Domains D and E are tightly interacting with each other. Domain C is the 

NAD binding domain and the HAD catalytic site is formed by domains C and D. Domain B 

functionally belongs to the crotonase fold. It is the C-terminal helix of this fold that covers the active 

site and that is also referred to as helix H10 (Fig. S1). It protrudes into bulk solvent, being anchored 

to the protein by interactions with loop-2 (near Ile63) (Fig. S1) and loop-4 (near Leu126) (Fig. S1) of 

the crotonase fold. In the MFE1 fold this helix also belongs to the D/E-domains as it interacts tightly 
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with the E-domain, in particular with the residues of its EH2 helix and the subsequent support loop. 

Previous MFE1 structural studies have resulted in the crystal structure of the truncated BCDE-

construct (not having the A-domain) (Taskinen et al., 2006), as well as in structures of various 

complexes of wild type MFE1, providing insight in the mode of binding of 3S-hydroxyacyl-CoA and 

acetoacetyl-CoA (AcAc-CoA) to the ECH active site, and of NAD+ and NADH to the HAD active 

site. These studies have also highlighted the existence of two hinge motions (Kasaragod et al., 2017), 

being between the A-domain and the HAD part and between the C-domain and the D/E-domains.  

 

Detailed reaction mechanism studies have been carried out on the monofunctional mitochondrial 

homologues, being the 2E-enoyl-CoA hydratase (also known as crotonase) and the 3S-hydroxyacyl-

CoA dehydrogenase, and the respective reaction mechanisms of these enzymes have recently been 

reviewed (Zhang et al., 2010). The best studied 2E-enoyl-CoA hydratase is the rat mitochondrial 

hydratase (RnECH), which is a hexamer (Kiema  et al.; 1999; Bell et al., 2001). The sequence identity 

between the hydratase part of RnMFE1 and the monofunctional rat hydratase is 32% (Kasaragod et 

al., 2010).  In the hydratase (ECH) active site two glutamates are important as well as an oxyanion 

hole formed by main chain peptide NH groups of loop-2 and helix H3, respectively, of the crotonase 

fold (Fig. S1). One catalytic glutamate (Glu103 in MFE1, Fig. 1) activates the catalytic water for 

nucleophilic attack on the 2E-double bond of the substrate and the reaction is completed by proton 

transfer from the second catalytic glutamate (Glu123 in MFE1) to the C2 carbon of the substrate. The 

best studied monofunctional HAD enzyme is the human mitochondrial enzyme, HsHAD, which is a 

dimer.  The sequence identity between the HAD part of RnMFE1 and HsHAD is 31%   (Kasaragod 

et al., 2017). In this active site a proton and a hydride are abstracted from the 3S-hydroxyacyl-CoA 

substrate which are transferred to the catalytic histidine (His431 in MFE1, Fig. 1) and to NAD+, 

respectively, by which the products 3-ketoacyl-CoA (Fig. 2) and NADH are formed (Barycki et al., 

2000). Several crystal structures of HsHAD, without and with bound active site ligands, have been 

reported. The most interesting structure of HsHAD has come from a cocrystallization experiment of 

HsHAD together with AcAc-CoA and NAD+ (Barycki et al., 2000). This resulted in the formation of 

yellow crystals, due to the formation of a dead-end ternary charge-transfer complex of the enzyme, 

complexed with NAD+ and AcAc-CoA. In this ternary complex the NAD+ binding domain 

(corresponding to the C-domain of MFE1) has moved towards the dimerisation domain 

(corresponding to the D-domain of MFE1) and it is proposed that this closed form is essential for 

catalysis (Barycki et al., 2000). The thioester-pantetheine moiety is hydrogen bonded to the C-domain 

by hydrogen bonds of the thioester oxygen to N(Asn161) and of N4P to O(Asn161) of the CB6 -

strand. Other van der Waals interactions and water mediated hydrogen bonds of the pantetheine 

moiety are with residues of the -hairpin loop between CB6 and CB7 of the C-domain and with 

residues of the DH2-DH3 loops of both dimerisation domains, which together form the pantetheine 

binding tunnel (Kasaragod et al., 2017). The HsHAD dimerisation domain corresponds to the D-

domain of MFE1. In MFE1, being a monomer, the second dimerisation domain is actually 

“mimicked” by domain E, which has the same fold as the dimerisation domain. Therefore the 

pantetheine binding tunnel in MFE1 is formed by the C6-C7 -hairpin loop of the C-domain, 

together with the DH2-DH3 and EH2-EH3 loops of the D/E-domains (Fig. S1). 

 

In each of the previously reported MFE1 structures MFE1 has been crystallised in space group 

P212121 with two molecules per asymmetric unit, molecule A and molecule B, which have different 

hinge conformations. The comparison of the structures of these two molecules shows the 

conformational flexibility of MFE1, in particular of the A- and C-domains with respect to the D/E-
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domains. From the analysis of distances between carefully selected C-atoms in the various domains 

it has been found that in molecule A the A-domain is in an open conformation with respect to the 

HAD part and the C-domain is in a more closed conformation with respect to the D/E-domain, 

whereas in molecule B the A-domain is more closed and the C-domain is more open (Kasaragod et 

al., 2017). The conformational flexibility properties have been studied here further using RnMFE1 

crystallised in a different crystal form (that diffracts much better than the regular crystal form), as 

well as by carrying out further crystallographic binding studies with the regular crystal form. These 

studies show the mode of binding of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA to the ECH and HAD active sites. The 

possible relevance of the conformational flexibility for the function of MFE1 is discussed,  

 

Materials and Methods 
 

Expression and Purification of wild type RnMFE1 

The RnMFE1 encoding gene, cloned into the pET15b (Novagen) plasmid at NdeI and BamHI sites 

with a N-terminal (His)6 tag (Kasaragod et al., 2010) was used for expression of MFE1. The amino 

acid sequence of the expressed protein concerns the sequence shown in Fig. S1 plus the N-terminal 

tag MGSSHHHHHHSSGKVPRGSH. The recombinant protein was expressed by transforming this 

plasmid into BL21(DE3)pLysS cells. The protein was co-expressed with the GroEL and GroES 

chaperones encoded by the pGro7 plasmid (Takara, Japan). The primary culture was grown overnight 

at 37 °C for which a single colony was inoculated into 10 mL of LB media containing ampicillin (100 

µg/mL) and chloramphenicol (20 µg/mL). The cells from this primary culture were used to grow the 

secondary culture in 1000 ml of M9ZB media  along with  ampicillin (100µg/mL), chloramphenicol 

(20 µg/mL), and 0.3 mg/mL L-arabinose to induce the expression of the chaperones. The culture was 

grown at 37 °C until A600 reached 0.8, and the expression was initiated by the addition of isopropyl- 

β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 0.1 mM, for overnight incubation at 

20 °C. The cells were harvested by centrifugation. The cells were resuspended into the lysis buffer 

(20 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 50 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, 0.1% 

Triton X-100, 100 µg/mL lysozyme, 25 µg/mL DNase, 25µg/mL RNase, 2 protease inhibitor tablets 

(Sigma-Aldrich, Merck), 5 mM adenosinetriphosphate (ATP), 5 mM MgCl2 and incubated for 30 

minutes at room temperature. The cells were further lysed by sonication and were pelleted by 

centrifugation to separate the soluble fraction and cell debris. The supernatant was loaded onto Ni-

HiTrap column, pre-equilibrated with the equilibration buffer (20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 500 

mM NaCl). The protein was eluted with a linear gradient of 0–300 mM imidazole in equilibration 

buffer. The peak fractions of the protein were pooled and concentrated by using 30kDa Centricon 

concentrators (Amicon, Merck). The concentrated protein solution was loaded onto a Superdex-200 

(GE Healthcare) size exclusion chromatography column, pre-equilibrated with the gelfiltration buffer 

(10 mM piperazine-N,N′-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid)  (PIPES), pH 6.5, and 50 mM NaCl). The peak 

fractions were pooled, and concentrated by using 30kDa Centricon concentrators. The concentation 

of the protein was measured using the NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, 

USA) at 280nm wavelength and using the molecular extinction coefficient (ProtParam; 

https://web.expasy.org/protparam/). The protein solution was aliquoted into smaller fractions, flash 

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C freezer for further usage. The protein was confirmed to 

be pure by SDS-gel electrophoresis. 

 

 

https://web.expasy.org/protparam/
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Synthesis of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA 

 

Two acyl-CoA compounds were used in the crystallographic binding experiments, being 2E-

decenoyl-CoA and 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA. 2E-decenoyl-CoA was synthesized as reported previously   

(Schmitz et al., 1994; Bal et al., 1981). 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA was synthesized enzymatically from 

decanoyl-CoA (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck) by incubating with a bacterial acyl-CoA oxidase, rat 

mitochondrial 2E-enoyl-CoA hydratase (RnECH) and short chain human mitochondrial 3S-

hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (HsHAD) in the presence of 2 mM NAD+. Acyl-CoA oxidase from 

Arthrobacter sp. (Sekisui Diagnostics, Japan) was dissolved in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 3 

mM ATP, 10 µM FAD. 12 µg of acyl-CoA-oxidase was incubated with 300 nmole of decanoyl-CoA 

along with 280 U Micrococcus lysodeikticus catalase (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck) to remove the 

hydrogen peroxide produced as a by-product. The 2E-decenoyl-CoA produced was further converted 

into 3S-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA by adding 9.6 µg of recombinant RnECH (Kiema et al., 1999). The 

3-ketodecanoyl-CoA was generated by adding 9.6 µg of recombinant HsHAD (Haapalainen et al., 

2007), along with 2 mM NAD+ as co-factor. 5 µg of lactate dehydrogenase (Roche, Merck) and 2 

mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck) were added to the reaction mixture to regenerate 

NADH to NAD+. The reaction was carried out in 50 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) 

buffer, 50 mM KCl, pH 9.0 in a final volume of 100 or 200 µl and incubated for 1 hour at room 

temperature. The reaction was stopped by adding acetonitrile to the final concentration of 10%. After 

centrifugation (20 000 x g 10 min), the mixture was injected into a SunFire C18 4.6 x 150 mm 100 

Å 5 µm reverse phase column (Waters) and the products were separated by a gradient of 10 mM 

ammonium acetate and acetonitrile on the HPLC unit (Schimadzu, Japan). The compounds were 

identified by MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry on a Bruker UltrafelXtreme instrument in reflection 

mode and positive polarity with DHB as matrix. The 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA was collected and 

evaporated to dryness using nitrogen gas. Mass spectrometry measurements were done to check the 

sample composition, showing that the sample consisted of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA with also some CoA 

present.   

 

 

 

Crystallization, crystal treatment, data collection, data processing, and structure refinement 

 

The crystals were obtained as reported previously (Kasaragod et al, 2010). Briefly, all crystals were 

grown by the sitting drop, vapor diffusion method by mixing 1L of protein buffer with 1 L of well 

solution buffer as specified in Table S1. The crystallization plates were equilibrated at room 

temperature and the crystallization drops were monitored using the RI54 drop imaging systems of 

Formulatrix. The images were inspected using the in-house developed IceBear software (Daniel et 

al., 2020; manuscript in preparation). Crystals grow in about two weeks and typically are at least 

0.4x0.4x0.1 mm3 in size.  

 

The obtained crystals have space group P212121 with two molecules per asymmetric unit. Only in one 

occasion a crystal was found with a smaller unit cell, having only one molecule per asymmetric unit. 

This structure will be referred to as the single-molecule structure. All crystal treatment steps were 

done at room temperature. The concentration of the acyl-CoA ligands in the soaking experiments was 

determined by detecting the free –SH group with the Ellman’s reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck) after 

hydrolysis by neutralized hydroxylamine at room temperature. 
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The single-molecule crystal was transferred first to a drop (1 L) containing well solution 

supplemented with 2 mM NAD+ and 20% glycerol. After 10 minutes incubation it was quickly moved 

through the cryoprotection buffer (Table S1) and then immediately cryocooled in liquid nitrogen. The 

data set of this crystal was collected at the ESRF and processed with XIA2-DIALS (Winn et al., 2011; 

Winter, 2010; Winter et al., 2018). Scaling and merging was done with AIMLESS (Evans & 

Murshudov, 2013).  The data processing statistics are shown in Table 1.  

  

The other crystal structures described here were obtained from crystals that were grown in the same 

way but different crystal washing and soaking protocols were used before cryocooling (Table S1). In 

the crystal structure referred to as the HAD-3keto complex, the harvested crystal was first washed to 

remove the CoA by equilibration overnight in a fresh drop of well solution buffer (without CoA). 

Subsequently the crystal was soaked overnight in wel solution buffer supplemented with 0.2 mM 2E-

decenoyl-CoA and then quickly moved through the well solution buffer supplemented with 0.2 mM 

2E-decenoyl-CoA, 0.2 mM NAD+ and 15% glycerol before cryocooling in liquid nitrogen. The data 

set from this crystal was collected at the ESRF and the data processing was done by XDS (Kabsch, 

2010) and SCALA (Evans, 2011) (Table 1). 

 

The other two structures were obtained from crystals soaked with 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA, as obtained 

by the in-house enzymatic synthesis protocol from decanoyl-CoA. For these experiments the crystals 

were also first equilibrated overnight in a fresh drop of well solution buffer (without CoA) to remove 

the CoA (Table S1). The crystal for the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ dataset was subsequently transferred in a 

fresh drop of well solution, containing also 1 mM 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA and 2 mM NAD+ and then 

cryoprotected by moving the crystal through the cryoprotection buffer, being the well solution buffer 

supplemented with 20% glycerol and 1 mM 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA and 2 mM NAD+ before 

cryocooling in liquid nitrogen  The data set was collected at Diamond and processed with  XIA2-

DIALS and scaled and merged with AIMLESS (Table 1). 

 

The crystal for the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ data set was obtained after the washing protocol by 

equilibration overnight in a fresh drop of well solution buffer supplemented with 3mM 3-

ketodecanoyl-CoA and 2 mM NAD+ and subsequent cryoprotection in well solution buffer 

supplemented with 20% glycerol, 3mM 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA and 2 mM NAD+ before cryocooling in 

liquid nitrogen (Table S1). The data set of this crystal was collected at Diamond and processed with 

XIA2-DIALS and AIMLESS (Table 1).  

 

The structures were solved by molecular replacement using PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007). For the 

HAD-3keto structure, the search model for the molecular replacement calculations was obtained from 

PDB entry 2X58 (Kasaragod et al., 2010), after removing all bound ligands and waters. Subsequently, 

the refined HAD-3keto structure (without bound ligands and waters) was used as the search model 

for the molecular replacement calculations of the other three structures. The structures were refined 

in an iterative process using alternatively REFMAC5 (Kovalevskiy et al., 2018) of the CCP4 package 

(Winn et al., 2011) for refinement calculations and COOT  (Casañal et al., 2020; Emsley et al., 2010) 

for manual model building. The structures of the ligand molecules were built according to the electron 

density map, as obtained after after initial refinement of the molecular replacement structure. The 

flexible protocols and tools available in ccp4i2 (Potterton et al., 2018) were very useful in developing 

an optimal refinement strategy for each of these structures. In the REFMAC5 refinement calculations 

TLS refinement was used for the structure refinement of respectively the HAD-3keto, the 3keto-
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1mM-NAD+ and the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structures. Non-crystallographic symmetry restraints were 

used during the refinement of the HAD-3keto structure. The refinement statistics for each of the 

structures are shown in Table 1.  

 

 

Structure analysis 

 

For comparing the structures the SSM protocol (Krissinel & Henrick, 2004) of COOT was used to 

superimpose the structures of the monofunctional homologues on the RnMFE1 structures, whereas 

the LSQ option of COOT (using only the C-atoms) was used for comparing the MFE1 structures 

with each other. For the latter comparison, in particular the MFE1 structure was used, which was 

obtained by cocrystallization in the presence of 2 mM AcAc-CoA and 2 mM NAD+, with AcAc-CoA 

bound in the ECH active site and NAD+ bound in the HAD active site of both molecules of the 

asymmetric unit (PDB entry 5MGB, 2.8Å resolution (Kasaragod et al., 2017)).  For comparison with 

the monofunctional homologues two structures in particular were used, being the structure of the rat 

mitochondrial 2E-enoyl-CoA hydratase (RnECH) complexed with AcAc-CoA (PDB entry 1DUB, 

2.5Å resolution (Engel et al., 1996)) and the structure of the human mitochondrial 3S-hydroxyacyl-

CoA dehydrogenase (HsHAD) complexed with bound AcAc-CoA and NAD+ (PDB entry 1F0Y, 1.8Å 

resolution (Barycki et al., 2000)). The figures were made using PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular 

Graphics System, Version 2.0 Schrödinger, LLC). The amino acid sequences of RnMFE1, RnECH 

and HsHAD were aligned with Clustal O (Madeira et al., 2019). Secondary structure elements were 

assigned according to DSSP (Touw et al., 2015; Kabsch & Sander, 1983) and the amino acid sequence 

alignment was edited with GeneDoc  (https://genedoc.software.informer.com/2.7/)  and output with 

ESPript (http://espript.ibcp.fr ) (Robert & Gouet, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results  
 

For each of the structures with two molecules in the asymmetric unit there is good agreement between 

the rigid parts of the domains of molecules A and B. For example the rms distance between 

corresponding C-atoms of the D-domains of molecules A and B after superposition are 0.3Å, 0.3Å 

and 0.4Å for the HAD-3keto, the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ and the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structures, 

respectively. The Wilson B-factors for the HAD-3keto, the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ and the 3keto-3mM-

NAD+ data sets are relatively high and consequently the average B-factors of the protein chains and 

the active site ligands of these structures are high. Nevertheless, the active site ligands included in the 

model have been built in good electron density as shown in Fig. 3 and Figures S2-S6, except for the 

3-ketodecanoyl-CoA molecule bound in the HAD active site of molecule A of the HAD-3keto and 

the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure for which the conformation of the 3’-phosphate-ADP part (Fig. 2) 

and the acyl-tail part were not precisely defined by the electron density map. Table 2 lists the ligands 

bound in the active sites of the four crystal structures. In the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure the ECH 

active site is complexed with 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA and the HAD active site is complexed with NAD+ 

and 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA (Fig. 4). For all structures, the N-terminal end (with the sequence tag) and 
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the C-terminal end are disordered, but all molecules in all structures include residues Met1 and 

Pro717 and have at most one chain break. In the 1.7Å single-molecule structure the loops with the 

highest B-factors are the loop after the CH2 helix (residues 353-359 of this loop are not built), the-

meander loop of the D-domain (near residue 587) and the loop connecting the D-domain with the E-

domain (near residue 600).  In the other three structures  these loops also have high B-factors and in 

the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ and 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structures there is also a chain break in the loop after 

the CH2 helix, but not in the HAD-3keto structure. In each of the latter three structures the protruding 

loop after DH4, near residue 545, also has high B-factors. In addition, in molecule A loop-2 (near 

residue 69) and helix-7 (near residue 180) have relatively high B-factors in these structures. The 

regions of lowest B-factor are loop-4 (near Leu126, domain A), the linker helix (domain B) and 

domain E (of the HAD part). These regions are spatially close together (Fig. 4). 

 

The single-molecule structure 

 

The single-molecule structure has been refined at 1.7Å resolution, which is at much higher resolution 

than any previous crystal structure of MFE1 being at 2.3Å to 3.1Å resolution. In this 1.7Å structure, 

the ECH active site is complexed with CoA as well as with a buffer component. The CoA is bound 

in a non-functional conformation as the sulfur of CoA is pointing away from its canonical position 

and instead interacts with the side chains of Ile63 and Phe66 of loop-2 in its major conformation (Fig. 

S2). There is also a minor conformation, in which the sulfur points to the side chain of Thr125 of 

loop-4. The buffer component has been modelled as a nicotinamide molecule (Fig. S3). The oxygen 

of its amide moiety is hydrogen bonded to N(Gly131) and a carboxylate oxygen of the catalytic 

glutamate (Glu103). The nitrogen of its amide group is hydrogen bonded to a carboxylate oxygen of 

the other catalytic glutamate (Glu123) and to a water molecule bound in the oxyanion hole of the 

ECH active site.  

In the crotonase fold the catalytic site is near the N-terminus of -helix H3 (near Gly100 in MFE1). 

The active site is covered by helix H10 (which in MFE1 is also referred to as domain B or the linker-

helix, residues Ser261 to Lys279), interacting with residues of loop-2 and loop-4 of the crotonase fold 

(Fig. 4). Phe271 is located in the middle of this helix and its side chain points to the CoA moiety. In 

the single-molecule structure the distance between the C-atoms of Gly100 and Phe271 is 17.1Å. In 

the monofunctional hydratase RnECH, which has the same crotonase fold, Phe279 corresponds to 

Phe271 of MFE1 (Fig. 4), and the corresponding distance is 15.5Å (PDB entry 1DUB) (Table S2). 

In this hydratase structure there is a hexamer in the asymmetric unit, and this distance is closely 

similar in each of the six active sites, even although one active site is unliganded. In the MFE1 crystal 

structures, this distance is more variable, and in the structures with two molecules per asymmetric 

unit the ECH active site of molecule A is always more open than the ECH active site of molecule B 

(Table S2).  

In the HAD active site of the single-molecule structure an NAD+ molecule is bound, but not CoA. 

The mode of binding of NAD+ is well defined by the electron density map (Fig. S4). The NAD+ 

molecule binds to the C-domain. There are no interactions between the NAD+ molecule and the D/E-

domains. In this structure the C-domain is in an open conformation with respect to the D/E-domains 

(Table S3). The C-domain has the classical Rossmann-fold (Wierenga et al., 1986; Liljas et al., 2009) 

and the mode of binding of NAD+ to the C-domain is the same as seen for homologous complexes, 

for example of lactate dehydrogenase  (Read et al., 2001). In the MFE1 structure the CB4-CH3 loop 

of the Rossmann-fold is somewhat extended and Phe382 and Glu383 of this loop provide additional 

interactions with the adenine-ribose and the nicotinamide-ribose moieties, respectively (Fig. 5). The 
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Glu383 side chain also interacts with the adjacent CB5-CH4 loop. From this loop the side chain of 

Ser410 protrudes into the catalytic site.  Glu383 is conserved in HsHAD  (Laurino et al., 2016) and 

the residue corresponding to Ser410 is Ser137 in the HsHAD structure. The conformation of this loop 

in MFE1 is the same as in the binary complexes of HsHAD. In this HsHAD binary complex 

O(Ser137) is hydrogen bonded via a water to ND2(Asn208), whereas a small conformational change 

happens in this loop on formation of the ternary dead-end complex of HsHAD (PDB entry 1F0Y), 

such that O(Ser137) forms a direct hydrogen bond with ND2(Asn208).  

In the single-molecule structure the residues between the extended CH2 helix and the CB3 -strand 

of the C-domain are disordered. Therefore in this structure the weak interactions between this region 

of the C-domain and the A-domain, described previously (Kasaragod et al., 2017), have been lost, 

suggesting that the interactions between these regions that were present in previous structures most 

likely are weak interactions, that may not be related to a possible concerted motion of the A- and C-

domains. 

 

The HAD-3keto structure 

 

The structure obtained in the HAD-3keto experiment is obtained from a crystal that has been 

preequilibrated in a mother liquor containing 0.2 mM substrate, 2E-decenoyl-CoA. Previously it has 

been shown that soaking of these MFE1 crystals in the presence of 2E-hexenoyl-CoA or 2E-decenoyl-

CoA (Kasaragod et al., 2013) results in crystal structures in which respectively a 3S-

hydroxyhexanoyl-CoA or 3S-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA molecule is bound in the ECH active sites but 

not in the HAD active sites. In the HAD-3keto experiment the crystal has been briefly incubated, just 

before cryocooling in liquid nitrogen, in a cryoprotection buffer that contains 0.2 mM 2E-decenoyl-

CoA, as well as 0.2 mM NAD+ (Table S1).  This structure has been refined at 2.49Å resolution (Table 

1). If the HAD active sites of molecule A and/or molecule B are catalytically competent, than the 

intermediate, 3S-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA (generated in the ECH active site) can be oxidized to 3-

ketodecanoyl-CoA, while NAD+ (present in the cryoprotection buffer) is then converted to NADH.  

In this structure the substrate (3S-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA) or product (3-ketodecanoyl-CoA) is bound 

in the HAD active site of molecule A, but not in the HAD active site of molecule B. The electron 

density for its acyl-pantetheine part has been modelled as 3-ketodecanoyl-pantetheine. The 3’-

phosphate-ADP part has also been included in the model although its conformation is not so well 

defined by the electron density map. The HAD active site of molecule A is more closed than the HAD 

active site of molecule B (Table S3), as these two molecules have different conformations due to 

different crystal contacts. In the HAD-3keto structure the C(Thr306)-C(Ala524) distance is 9.6Å 

which is 0.6Å closer than observed previously in other MFE1 crystal structures (Table S3).  

 

The 3keto-1mM-NAD+ and the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structures 

 

In subsequent crystal soaking experiments the mother liquor of the crystals was supplemented with 

NAD+ and 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA, prepared as described in the Materials and Methods section. For 

these soaking experiments higher concentrations of NAD+ and 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA were used, 

aimed at obtaining structural information of a ternary dead-end complex in the HAD active site of 

MFE1. First, crystals were soaked with 2 mM NAD+ and 1 mM 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA (Table S1) and 

the structure has been refined at 2.33Å (Table 1). In this structure, referred to as the 3keto-1mM-

NAD+ structure, there is good occupancy of the 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA bound in the ECH active site of 

both molecule A (Fig. S5) as well as molecule B (Fig. 3 and Fig. S6). The acyl tail is bound differently 
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in molecule A and molecule B, because loop-2 has a different conformation. In molecule A the Leu73 

side chain of loop-2 points outward and in molecule B it is pointing inward, resulting in different exit 

tunnels for the acyl tail. The mode of binding of NAD+ to the HAD active sites of molecules A and 

B is well defined by the electron density map. In the HAD active site of molecule A there is also 

residual density for the 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA molecule, but this has not been included in the model. 

Subsequently a crystal soaking experiment was done in the presence of 2 mM NAD+ (same as in the 

3keto-1mM-NAD+ experiment) but at a higher concentration of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA (3 mM) (Table 

S1). This structure has been refined at 2.25Å resolution (Table 1). In this structure, referred to as the 

3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure, the occupancy of the 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA molecule bound in the HAD 

active site of molecule A is higher than in the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ structure and a molecule of 3-

ketodecanoyl-CoA has been modelled in this active site (Fig. 3, Fig. S6), as well as NAD+. The model 

of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA in the HAD active site of molecule A, as built in the electron density map 

obtained after omit refinement of the molecular replacement model, was best defined for its thioester-

pantetheine moiety. In the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure of molecule A the distance between 

C(Thr306) and C(Ala524) is 9.8Å, like in the HAD-3keto structure (9.6Å) (Table S3) and 3-

ketodecanoyl-CoA has a similar conformation as modelled in the HAD-3keto structure, having also 

the same interactions with the protein part (Table 3). The binding pocket for the pantetheine part of 

the substrate is shaped by three loops, labeled as the P-tunnel loops (Kasaragod et al, 2017), being 

the CB6-CB7 loop, the DH2-DH3-loop and the EH2-EH3-loop. These three loops form the “upper” 

part of this binding pocket (Fig. 6) (referring to the standard view of Fig. 4). Below this set of 

interactions there is a second layer of contacts between the enzyme and the substrate, mainly shaped 

by residues of the CB5-CH4 loop (with Ser410, Fig. 5), and the CB8-DH1 loop (with Asn481, Fig. 

6). The latter loop interacts with the EH1-EH2 loop via a main-chain main-chain hydrogen bond. The 

acyl tail of the substrate/product points into a shallow groove lined by residues of domain D, in 

particular of its DH1, DH3 and DH4 helices. In Fig. 7 these interactions are schematically visualized.   

 

The conformation of the 3’-phosphate-ADP group of the 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA bound in the HAD 

active site is not so well defined by the electron density map. This is also observed for the structures 

of the corresponding complexes of HsHAD. In this respect it is interesting to point out that it has been 

observed that the truncated substrate acetoacetyl-pantetheine (lacking the 3’-phosphate-ADP group, 

Fig. 2) is also a good substrate for the mitochondrial pig heart HAD (Noyes & Bradshaw, 1973). The 

nicotinamide moiety of NAD+ has a stacking interaction with the 3-keto moiety of 3-ketodecanoyl-

CoA, like in the HsHAD ternary complex (Barycki et al., 2000). In both structures the acetoacetyl 

moiety is non-planar, such that the plane of the thioester moiety is rotated with respect to the plane 

of the 3-keto moiety. This conformation allows for hydrogen bond interactions of the 3-keto oxygen 

with the side chains of Ser410, His431 and Asn481 (Table 3, Fig. 6), whereas the thioester oxygen is 

hydrogen bonded to N(Ser434). The residues Ser410, His431 and Asn481 are conserved in HsHAD. 

In one respect the active site hydrogen bond network in MFE1 and HsHAD is different, because in 

MFE1 the Asn481 side chain is hydrogen bonded to the side chain hydroxyl group of Tyr653. Tyr653 

(of domain E) is replaced by Ala240 in HsHAD (of the dimerization domain of the other subunit of 

the HsHAD dimer) and therefore this hydrogen bond is not present in HsHAD. There are no hydrogen 

bond interactions between 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA and the NAD+ molecule. The distance between the 

C3-atom of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA and the C4-atom of the nicotinamide moiety is 3.5Å, like in the 

ternary complex of HsHAD. These two moieties have van der Waals interactions with the side chains 

of Met307 and Asn481 (corresponding to Met26 and Asn208 in HsHAD), respectively. In the 

HsHAD complex the active site is more closed as the distance between C(Met26) and C(Asn208) 
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(15.1Å) is shorter than the corresponding distance between Met307 and Asn481 (16.0Å) in MFE1. 

Also the hydrogen bond interactions of the thioester oxygen atom and the N4P atom with the protein 

are weaker in RnMFE1 than in HsHAD (Table 3). In RnMFE1 the thioester oxygen and the N4P atom 

are, respectively, hydrogen bonded to N(Ser434) and O(Ser434) of domain C. The O5P oxygen atom 

of the pantetheine moiety points to domain D (to the DH2-DH3 loop) and the O9P atom points to 

domain E (to the EH2-EH3 loop). The O5P atom is hydrogen bonded to a water molecule (Wat-1 in 

Fig. 7), which is hydrogen bonded via other water molecules with residues of the D and E-domains, 

respectively (Fig. 7, Table 3). O9P is only weakly hydrogen bonded to the C-terminal end of the EH2 

helix (Table 3). In the MFE1 structure the mode of binding of the substrate in the HAD active site is 

stabilized by three salt bridge interactions between phosphate groups of the 3’-phosphate-ADP 

moiety and lysine and arginine side chains protruding out of the CH2 helix of domain C (Lys345, 

Arg349) and of the DH2-DH3 loop of domain D (Lys514).  

 

 

Discussion 
 

The HAD active site 

 

The two molecules in the regular crystal form of MFE1 (molecules A and B) have different hinge 

conformations. In molecule A the HAD active site is more closed than in molecule B, as defined by 

the distance between C(Thr306) and C(Ala524), being about 10Å in molecule A and about 13Å 

in molecule B (Table S3). In the two structures that have 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA bound to the HAD 

active site, the C-domain has moved further to domains D/E. In molecule B a bound 3-ketodecanoyl-

CoA (or 3-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA) molecule has never been observed in the HAD active site. In this 

more open conformation of domain C the hydrogen bonds between the thioester oxygen  and the N4P 

atom with, respectively,  N(Ser434) and O(434) are not possible, assuming that the pantetheine 

moiety would interact in the same way with the D/E-domains as seen in molecule A. These structural 

comparisons predict lower affinity of the CoA substrate for the open conformation of the HAD part.   

In the HAD active sites of the available MFE1 structures NAD+ is seen to be bound to the C-domain, 

whenever the NAD+ concentration has been 2 mM. In the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure 3-

ketodecanoyl-CoA is also bound to the HAD active site of molecule A. Nevertheless, this active site 

appears not to be fully closed, when compared to the HsHAD ternary complex. As is shown in Table 

S3 the C(Thr306)-C(Ala524) distance in MFE1 is 9.8Å, whereas in the ternary complex of 

HsHAD the corresponding distance is 8.3Å. Another difference concerns the interactions of the 

nicotinamide group of NAD+ with the D-domain. In the HsHAD structure there is a hydrogen bond 

between the amide nitrogen of the nicotinamide group and O(Val253), being at 2.8Å, whereas in the 

3keto-3mM-HAD structure the corresponding distance (to O(Ala524)) is 5.5Å. Thirdly, in HsHAD 

the side chain and main chain conformations of Ser137 change on formation of the ternary complex, 

such that there is a direct hydrogen bond between O(Ser137) and the amide nitrogen of the Asn208 

side chain, with a distance of 2.9Å. In all other complexes of HsHAD this distance is about 5Å and 

the interaction between these two atoms is a water mediated hydrogen bond. Only in the ternary 

HsHAD complex the side chain OG of Ser137 rotates towards the  nicotinamide ribose 2’-hydroxyl 

group of NAD+, allowing the substrate to bind deep in the catalytic pocket, forming a good hydrogen 

bond (2.6Å) between its O3’ atom and NE2 of the catalytic histidine (His158) (Table 3). These 

structural changes are not observed for the corresponding Ser410 in MFE1 and the hydrogen bond 

between NE2(His431) and the O3’ atom is 3.6Å (Table 3).  There is a fourth difference between the 
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HsHAD and MFE1 dead-end ternary complexes, which concerns their spectroscopic properties, being 

that the HsHAD complex captured by Banaszak and coworkers is a charge-transfer complex,    

causing the crystals to be bright yellow, whereas the corresponding MFE1 crystals are not yellow.  

 

The conformational flexibility 

 

The four new structures of MFE1 provide further insight into the conformational flexibility of MFE1. 

The comparison of the available structures shows that the A-domain and the C-domain move with 

respect to the D/E-domains. Two distances are used for this analysis in Table 4, being Gly100 (near 

the catalytic site of the A-domain) to Ala524 (C-terminal end of DH3, facing the NAD+ binding 

groove) and between Thr306 (N-terminal end of the pyrophosphate binding helix of the Rossmann-

fold of domain C) and Ala524 of domain D. This analysis shows that the single-molecule 

conformation is more similar to the conformation of molecule B then of molecule A. In this respect 

it is relevant to note that the conformation of the Arg259 side chain (N-terminal end of helix H10, 

linker-helix) and its interactions with the main chain near Pro71 of loop-2 (Pro71 points outward in 

the single-molecule structure) is also the same as in molecule B and different from most structures of 

molecule A. The hinge region for the domain movements appears to be at the N-terminal end of the 

linker-helix (Video S1). In the structure of MFE1, this part of the linker-helix interacts with loop-2 

(Ile63, interacting with Phe272) and loop-4 (Leu126, interacting with Phe271) of domain A of the 

crotonase fold and also with E-domain residues of the HAD part. The interaction with the EH2-EH3 

region includes hydrophobic interactions between Val647 (of helix EH2) and Ala273, Glu274 and 

Ala277 (of helix H10) as well as a salt bridge between Arg657 (of the support loop between EH2 and 

EH3) and Glu274 (of helix H10). This salt bridge is broken in the structure of the BCDE-construct 

(PDB entry 1ZCJ) and in this structure its linker-helix is more kinked. In the BCDE-construct 

structure domain C is in an open conformation (Table S3). Early mutagenesis studies already noticed 

that the C-domain can be deleted (but not the D/E-domains), without losing the hydratase activity of 

the ECH active site. Apparently, the interactions of the D/E-domains with domain B/helix H10 are 

critically important for the activity of the hydratase active site of MFE1 (Kiema, et al., 2002). The   

importance of helix H10 for the catalytic efficiency of the crotonase fold has also been described for 

monofunctional 3,2-enoyl-CoA isomerases, where it was found that helix H10 deletion variants are 

inactive (Onwukwe et al., 2015; Onwukwe  et al., 2015). In the MFE1 structure comparisons it is 

found that the distance between the hydratase catalytic site (near the N-terminus of helix H3 of 

domain A) and the middle of helix H10 is variable (Table S2, Video S1), but it is currently unclear if 

this variability is correlated with the catalytic efficiency of the ECH active site. In this context it is 

interesting to note that in molecule B (with the more closed conformation of domain A) three salt 

bridges are formed with the phosphate moieties of the substrate that is bound in its ECH active site: 

with Lys275 (in the middle of the linker helix), with Lys279 (at the end of the linker helix) and with 

Lys463 (of the CH5 helix of the opposing C-domain), whereas in molecule A (with the A-domain in 

the more open conformation) only one salt bridge can be formed, namely with Lys275.   

 

It is not clear if the structural changes of domain C and domain A in molecules A and B are 

uncorrelated movements or if structural changes in the HAD active site could trigger structural 

changes in the ECH active site (or vice versa). In any case the CB8-DH1 region of the C-domain 

interacts via main chain-main chain  hydrogen bonds with the EH1-EH2 loop of the D/E-domains in 

each of structures. Therefore the movement of the CB8-DH1 region of the C-domain causes small 

structural adjustments of the EH1-EH2 loop and the EH2-helix (which includes Tyr653 that is 

hydrogen bonded to the side chain of Asn481 of the catalytic site, Fig. 6) and the subsequent support 
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loop (that interacts tightly with the linker-helix/helix H10). Video S1 visualizes the movements of 

the C-domain and A-domain with respect to the D/E-domains by comparing the respective positions 

of these domains in four structures when superimposed on each other by their D-domains. Each of 

these structures are derived from crystals that were soaked in 2 mM NAD+, and each HAD active site 

of the compared molecules is complexed with NAD+. The single-molecule structure is the first (green) 

structure shown in Video S1. The second and third structures are, respectively, molecules B and A of 

MFE1 (complexed with AcAc-CoA in the ECH active site and with NAD+ in the HAD active site; 

PDB entry 5MGB), and the last structure is molecule A of the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure. Important 

geometry information on these four structures is compiled in Table 4. The conformation of the single-

molecule structure is similar to the conformation of molecule B of PDB entry 5MGB. The largest 

difference in the relative positions of these domains (considering these four structures) is observed 

when comparing molecules B and A of the 5MGB structure. In molecule B domain A is more closed 

(and the substrate bound in its ECH active site is kept in place with more salt bridge interactions), 

whereas in molecule A the HAD active site is more closed (and has higher affinity for its product). 

The 3keto-3mM-NAD+ conformation of molecule A of the fourth structure is similar to the 5MGB 

molecule A conformation. The structural changes are such that the EH2-EH3 loop moves 

approximately 1.7Å (Table 4) towards the binding site of the O9P atom of the 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA 

when bound to the HAD active site of the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ complex and a weak hydrogen bond is 

formed in the latter structure between O9P and N(Gly654) of the EH2-EH3 loop (Table 3).  It can be 

noted that in the HsHAD unliganded structure there is also a main-chain main-chain hydrogen bond 

corresponding to the hydrogen bond between the CB8-DH1 loop  and the EH1-EH2 loop, however 

this hydrogen bond interaction is lost in the liganded structure. And, when comparing the open 

(unliganded) and closed (liganded) conformations, the domain movement, corresponding to the E-

domain movement of RnMFE1, is not seen in HsHAD. 

 

In the high resolution single-molecule structure both active sites are non-competent. Its ECH active 

site cannot bind the CoA moiety correctly because of the shift of the side chain of Phe66 towards the 

catalytic site, clashing with the CoA sulfur, when it is bound in the correct mode of binding (Fig. 8). 

The shifted conformation of Phe66 is part of the changed conformation of the Ile63-His64-Gly65-

Phe66 tetrapeptide (at the beginning of loop-2) in the single-molecule structure. This tetrapeptide is 

also interacting with the adenine moiety of the bound CoA, as the Ile63 side chain is in van der Waals 

contact with the adenine ring (Fig. 8). In all other available MFE1 structures this tetrapeptide adopts 

another conformation, that is stabilized by the side chain of Phe272. Phe272 is located in the middle 

of the linker-helix and its side chain points towards the beginning of loop-2, making van der Waals 

contacts with Ile63 and His64. In this conformation it has also favorable edge-to-face van der Waals 

interactions with the side chain of Phe271 (Chatterjee et al., 2019; Serrano et al., 1991; Chakrabarti 

& Bhattacharyya, 2007) and it stabilizes the conformation of the Ile63-His64-Gly65-Phe66 

tetrapeptide. However, in the single-molecule structure the Phe272 side chain has flipped away from 

the Phe271 side chain and from loop-2 (Fig. 8), which correlates with the changed conformation of 

loop-2, such that the ECH active site becomes incompetent. In the single-molecule structure the HAD 

active site is fully open (with the C-domain moved away from the D/E-domains) and therefore this 

active site is also incompetent for catalysis. 
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Concluding remarks 

 

The structure of a ternary dead-end complex of MFE1 has been captured in molecule A of the 3keto-

3mM-NAD+ structure (Fig. 6). However this structure is not as fully closed as observed in the HsHAD 

ternary complex. Possibly such a fully closed active site structure is not compatible with the crystal 

packing of this crystal from. In any case the structures of these two active sites are similar, but not 

identical, and their catalytic efficiencies are also different, for example for the oxidation of the 

substrate 3S-hydroxybutyryl-CoA MFE1 is a much slower enzyme than HsHAD (Kasaragod et al., 

2017). The new 1.7Å single-molecule structure of MFE1 has revealed a new conformational state, in 

which the hydratase active site is incompetent, due to a conformational change of the Ile63-His64-

Gly75-Phe66 tetrapeptide at the beginning of loop-2 (Fig. 8). This conformational change is 

correlated with a flip of the side chain of Phe272, which is located in the middle of helix H10/domain 

B. It is currently not clear if this conformational switch is part of an allosteric communication 

mechanism between the two active sites. In any case, if the hydratase active site adopts its competent 

conformation, in the presence of bound substrate, this would favor the Phe272 side chain 

conformation in which it interacts with the Ile63-His64 peptide, as seen in molecules A and B of the 

regular crystal form. Further studies towards the importance of Phe272 for the catalytic activity of 

both active sites have been initiated. 
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Figure 1. The reaction mechanisms of the MFE1 active sites. The reaction catalyzed by the ECH 

active site of MFE1 is shown in the top panel. The reaction catalyzed by the HAD active site of MFE1 

is shown in the bottom panel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The covalent structure and nomenclature of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA. 
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Figure 3. Superposition of bound ligand and its 2Fo-Fc omit map. (a) 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA bound to 

the ECH active site of molecule B of the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ structure (contour level of the map is 

1.0sigma). (b) 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA bound to the HAD active site of molecule A of the 3keto-3mM-

NAD+ structure (contour level of the map is 0.7sigma). The superposition of these ligands and the 

corresponding PHENIX polder maps (Liebschner et al., 2017) is shown in Fig. S6.  
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Figure 4. The mode of binding of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA to the ECH active site (domains A and B, 

which together form the crotonase fold)  and of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA and NAD+ to the HAD active 

site (domains C, D and E) of molecule A of the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure.  The five domains have 

different colors: domain A (blue), domain B (also referred to as linker helix, or helix H10 of the 

crotonase fold; green), domain C (orange), domain D (red), and domain E (yellow). The black star 

labels the pantetheine binding tunnel region formed by the C6-C7, DH2-DH3 and EH2-EH3 loops 

of, respectively, the C-, D- and E- domains (Fig. S1). The side chains of Phe271 and Phe272 point, 

respectively, to the CoA moiety and to loop-2 of the crotonase part. The distance information listed 

in Tables 3 and 4 (and Tables S2 and S3) concerns residues Gly100, Thr306, Ala524 (highlighted by 

green dots) and Phe271. Some secondary structure elements are also labeled. S identifies the support 

loop, just before helix EH3. 
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Figure 5.  The mode of binding of NAD+ to the Rossmann-fold of domain C in the single-molecule 

structure. The two extended loops extend from the CB4 -strand (showing the side chains of Phe382 

and Glu383) and from the CB5 -strand (showing the side chain of Ser410). CB1-CH1-CB2 and 

CB4-CH3-CB5 are the central -units of the Rossmann-fold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The mode of binding of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA to the HAD active site of molecule A of the 

3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure. CB6 is the last -strand of the Rossmann-fold. The-sheet of the 

Rossmann-fold is extended by the CB7 and CB8 -strands. The CB8 -strand continues via the CB8-

DH1 loop into the DH1 helix of the D-domain. The CB8-DH1 loop and the EH1-EH2 loop are 

hydrogen bonded with each other (as discussed in the text).  The 3-keto moiety of 3-ketodecanoyl-

CoA stacks to the nicotinamide ring of NAD+ (magenta). 
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram highlighting key interactions of 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA, as bound in the 

HAD active site, with the protein. 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA interacts with residues of domains C, D and 

E. Residues Ser434, Met515 and Tyr653 belong, respectively, to the CB6-CB7 -hairpin loop, the 

DH2-DH3 loop and the EH2-EH3 loop that form the pantetheine binding tunnel (P-tunnel, Fig. 4). 

The acyl tail binding groove of the HAD active site is formed by residues of the DH1- (Leu484, 

Ala485, and Tyr488), DH3- (Ala524) and DH4- (Val528, Gly529, Ile532) helices.  
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Figure 8. The interactions between the linker-helix (domain B, helix H10) and loop-2 of the ECH 

active site. The superimposed structures (superimposed with the LSQ option in COOT using residues 

50 to 150) are the single-molecule structure (yellow) and molecule A of the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ 

structure (cyan), together with 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA (grey carbon atoms) as bound to the ECH active 

site of molecule A of the 3-keto-3mM-NAD+ structure.  A) The side chain of Phe272 (cyan) interacts 

with Ile63-His64 at the beginning of loop-2, favoring a conformation in which the ECH active site 

can bind the 2E-enoyl-CoA substrate molecule in a competent mode of binding. In the single-

molecule structure (yellow) the Phe272 side chain points away. B) Zoomed-in view. In the single-

molecule structure (yellow) the Phe66 side chain of the Ile63-His64-Gly65-Phe66 tetrapeptide 

prevents the competent mode of binding of the 2E-enoyl-CoA substrate. The hydrogen bond 

interactions between the beginning of loop-2 (cyan) and the bound 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA (grey carbon 

atoms)  are highlighted by dotted black lines. N(Ala61) is one of the hydrogen bond donors of the 

ECH active site oxyanion hole. The continuous black line highlights the clash between CZ(Phe66) 

and S1P (3-ketodecanoyl-CoA) (the distance between these two atoms is 2.8Å). 
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Table 1. Data collection, data processing and refinement statistics. 

 
Structure single-molecule HAD-3keto 3keto-1mM-NAD+ 3keto-3mM-NAD+ 

Data collection  
 

    

Beamline  ESRF, ID23-EH1 ESRF, ID14-4   DIAMOND, I03 DIAMOND, I03 

Detector  DECTRIS PILATUS 6M CCD ADSC QUANTUM 315r DECTRIS EIGER2 X 16M DECTRIS EIGER2 X 16M 

Wavelength (Å)  0.9730 0.9393  0.9763 0.9762 

Temperature (K) 100 100 100  100 

Data processing   
 

    

Space group  P212121 P212121  P212121 P212121 

a, b, c (Å)  62.65,  106.66,  114.51 64.96,  125.08,   223.53  65.31,  126.30,  224.90 65.16, 125.98,  223.53 

α, β,  (o)  90.00,   90.00,   90.00 90.00,   90.00,   90.00  90.00,   90.00,   90.00 90.00,   90.00,   90.00 

Data processing 
software 

XIA2-DIALS, AIMLESS XDS, SCALA XIA2-DIALS,, AIMLESS XIA2-DIALS, AIMLESS 

Resolution (Å) 1 1.70 (1.73-1.70) 2.49 (2.62 – 2.49)  2.33 (2.37 – 2.33) 2.25 (2.29 – 2.25) 

Rmerge(%) 1 0.126 (1.005) 0.06 (0.28)  0.053 (0.798) 0.099 (1.388) 

Rpim (%) 1 0.046 (0.370) 0.029 (0.158)  0.022 (0.359) 0.042 (0.587) 

CC1/2 (%) 1  0.995 (0.811)   0.999 (0.649) 0.997 (0.671) 

I/I) 1 9.9 (2.0) 16.6 (4.2)  17.9 (2.1) 8.4 (1.2) 

Completeness (%) 1 95.1 (94.9) 99.2 (96.1)  99.2 (86.6) 100 (100) 

Redundancy 1 8.1 (8.1)  4.4 (4.0) 6.7 (5.5) 6.5 (6.5) 

Observed reflections1  656465 (33772) 284005 (36037)  533600 (21512) 570155 (28850) 

Unique reflections 1 80675 (4187) 64401 (8976)  80007 (3880) 88285 (4441) 

Wilson B-factor (Å2)  15.7 50.3  58.2 54.2 

Refinement statistics 
 

   

Resolution   48.90 – 1.70 47.9 – 2.49  29.15 – 2.33 62.63 – 2.25 

Number of used 

reflections 

76425 60931 75851 83761 

Rwork
 (%)  18.9 19.3 20.4 20.9 

Rfree
e (%)  23.3 22.8 22.6 24.6 

Total number of 

atoms  
6480 11586 11432 11503 

Number of waters  667  282 167 163 

average B-factor     

Molecule A / B (Å2) 23.2 47.7 / 60.9 71.0 / 96.0 63.7 / 86.5 

Active site ligands3 

(Å2) 
24.7 (NCA-ECH) 

78.4 (COA-ECH),  

21.6 (NAD-HAD) 

65.9 (HSC-A-ECH)  

53.8 (HSC-B-ECH) 

113.9 (ZOZ-A-HAD) 

73.6 (ZOZ-A-ECH),   

74.0 (ZOZ-B-ECH), 

96.9  (NAD-A-HAD),  

168.0  (NAD-B-HAD) 

110.0  (ZOZ-A-ECH),  

126.5  (ZOZ-B-ECH), 

164.9  (ZOZ-A-HAD), 

79.5  (NAD-A-HAD),  

106.0  (NAD-B-HAD) 

waters (Å2) 33.9 37.4 56.7 57.0 

Rms deviation  
 

    

Bond lengths  

(Å)  
0.0079 0.0104  0.0049 0.0051 

Bond angles  

(o)  
1.6 1.4  1.2 1.2 

Ramachandran plot  
 

    

Favored region (%)2  96.8  96.5 95.8 95.2 

Allowed region (%)2  3.1  3.5 4.1 4.2 

Outlier region (%)2 0.1  0.2 0.1 0.6 

PDB entry 6Z5O 5OMO 6Z5V 6Z5F 

1   The numbers in parentheses refer to the outer shell. 
2   As defined by COOT. 
3 The ligands are identified with their acronyms: COA=CoA, HSC=3S-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA, 

NCA=nicotinamide, NAD=NAD+, ZOZ=3-ketodecanoyl-CoA. 
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Table 2. Ligands modeled in the ECH and HAD active sites of the four RnMFE1 structures. 

 
 single-molecule HAD-3keto 3keto-1mM-NAD+ 3keto-3mM-NAD+ 

Ligands bound in ECH-A active site nicotinamide, CoA 3S-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA 

Ligands bound in HAD-A active site  NAD+ 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA NAD+ 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA, NAD+ 

Ligands bound in ECH-B active site NA1 3S-hydroxydecanoyl-CoA 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA 

Ligands bound in HAD-B active site NA1 unliganded NAD+ NAD+ 

PDB entry  6Z5O 5OMO 6Z5V 6Z5F 

1 NA: not applicable 
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Table 3. Hydrogen bond distances (in Å) in binary and ternary complexes of RnMFE1 and HsHAD 

of the pantetheine, the thioester and the 3-keto or 3-hydroxy moieties of the product and substrate 

bound in the HAD active site. 

Atom pair: 

ligand-protein 

residue1 

Secondary 

structure of 

the protein 
residue1 

RnMFE1,  

HAD-3keto  

 
(Å) 

RnMFE1,  

3keto-3mM-NAD+  

 
(Å) 

HsHAD, ternary complex 

with AcAc-CoA and NAD+ 

 
(Å) 

HsHAD binary complex with 

3S-hydroxybutanoyl-CoA 

 
(Å) 

PDB entry  5OMO 6Z5F 1F0Y 1F12 

Ligand  3-ketodecanoyl-

CoA 

3-ketodecanoyl-CoA AcAc-CoA 3S-hydroxybutanoyl-CoA 

O5P(pantetheine)-

water2  

 A: 2.8  A: 2.8 A: 2.7 A: 2.9 

N4P(pantetheine)-

O(Ser434) 

CB6-CB7 

loop 

A: 3.7 A: 4.0 A: 2.7 to O(Asn161) 

 

A: 2.8 to O(Asn161) 

O1’(thioester)-

N(Ser434) 

CB6-CB7 

loop 

A: 3.8 A: 4.0 A: 3.0 to N(Asn161) A: 3.1 to N(Asn161) 

O3’(3-keto)-

OG(Ser410) 

CB5-CH4 

loop 

A: 2.5 A: 2.4 A: 2.5 to OG(Ser137) 

 

A: 2.8 to OG(Ser137) 

O3’(3-keto)-

NE2(His431)3 

CB6 A: 3.3 A: 3.6 A: 2.6 to NE2(His158) 

 

A: 3.3 to NE2(His158) 

O3’(3-keto)-

ND2(Asn481) 

DH1 A: 3.5 A: 3.3 A: 2.9 to ND2 (Asn181) A: 3.2.to ND2 (Asn181) 

 

1 The nomenclature of the ligand atoms is provided in Fig. 2. All hydrogen bonds are with the C-

domain (except the hydrogen bond with the side chain of Asn481). The other polar atoms of the 

pantetheine moiety are N8P, O9P and OAP. The N8P atom is weakly hydrogen bonded to 

SD(Met515) (Met244 in HsHAD) of the DH2-DH3 loop. The O9P and OAP atoms of the pantetheine 

moiety point to bulk solvent. O9P is weakly hydrogen bonded to N(Gly654) (Gly241 in HsHAD) of 

the EH2-EH3 loop and via waters to main chain oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the EH2-EH3 loop. In 

HsHAD O9P is, via waters, also hydrogen bonded to the corresponding loop.   

2 This water (Wat-1 in Fig. 7) is directly hydrogen bonded to O(Tyr653) (Ala240 in HsHAD) of the 

EH2-EH3 loop (before the support loop), and via Wat-2 to N(Met515) and O(Met515) of the DH2-

DH3 loop and via Wat-3 to OH(Tyr487) (Tyr214 in HsHAD) of DH1. This water mediated hydrogen 

bond network between O5P and the protein atoms is similar (but not identical) in the MFE1 and 

HsHAD structures. 

3 His431 is the catalytic histidine in MFE1.  
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Table 4. Distances and movements when comparing four structures of RnMFE1, all being complexed 

with NAD+ in the HAD active site1.   

Structure 

(molecule-
PDB 

entry) 

Ligand bound 

(active site) 

Hinge 

conformation of 
domain C 

 

Thr306-

Ala524 
distance2 

 

 
 

 

 
 

(Å) 

Thr306-

Thr306 
movement2 

(concerning 

the 
pyrophosphate 

binding helix 

of domain C)  
 

(Å) 

Hinge 

conformation of 
domain A 

 

Gly100-

Ala524 
distance2 

 

 
 

 

 
 

(Å) 

Gly100-

Gly100 
movement2 

(concerning 

the helix H3 
of domain A) 

 

  
 

(Å) 

Gly654-

Gly654 
movement2 

(concerning 

the  EH2-
EH3 loop of 

domain E) 

 
 

(Å) 

Single-

molecule 
(A-6Z5O) 

CoA(ECH) 

NAD+ (HAD) 

open 12.4 0.0 closed 41.5 0.0 0.0 

(B-

5MGB)3 

AcAc-

CoA(ECH) 

NAD+ (HAD) 

open 12.8 2.1 

(2.1) 

closed 41.5 0.7 

(0.7) 

1.0 

(1.0) 

(A-

5MGB)3 

AcAc-

CoA(ECH) 
NAD+ (HAD) 

closed 10.2 4.7 

(3.8) 

open 43.1 3.7 

(3.0) 

1.3 

(0.6) 

3keto-

3mM-

NAD+ 

(A-6Z5F ) 

3-

ketodecanoyl-

CoA (ECH) 
NAD+(HAD) 

3-

ketodecanoyl-
CoA (HAD) 

more closed 9.8 5.0 

(0.9) 

open 42.6 3.1 

(0.7) 

1.7 

(0.4) 

1 For the comparisons the D-domains have been superimposed. The superposition was done with the 

LSQ command of COOT, using residues 480-570 of domain D. The relative movements have been 

visualised in Video S1.  

2 In all cases the distances and movements concern the C-atoms of the listed residues. For example 

Thr306 of domain C moves 2.1Å towards Ala524 of the D-domain when comparing the single-

molecule (molecule A) and the 5MGB (molecule B) structures. The numbers in parentheses are the 

movements with respect to the structure listed in the row above. Similarly, Gly100 of the A-domain 

moves away of Ala524 by 0.7Å when comparing the single-molecule structure and molecule B of 

5MGB.  The largest movements occur when comparing the structures of the B-5MGB and A-5MGB 

molecules.  

3 5MGB refers to PDB entry 5MGB, which was obtained by cocrystallization in the presence of 2 

mM AcAc-CoA and 2 mM NAD+, and which has AcAc-CoA bound in the ECH active site and NAD+ 

in the HAD active site of both molecules of the asymmetric unit (Kasaragod et al., 2017).   
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Supplementary Material 

 

Figure S1. Sequence alignment of the RnMFE1 sequence with the sequences of the corresponding 

monofunctional homologues, RnECH and HsHAD. The top line provides the secondary structure 

information of the RnMFE1 structure. The color coding of the secondary structure elements follows 

the division in 5 domains of the MFE1 structure, as shown also in Fig. 4. ● labels the ECH catalytic 

residues, o identifies the oxyanion hole residues of the ECH active site, ▲identifies the HAD catalytic 

residue, labels other HAD active site residues. □ highlights Phe271 and Phe272 of the linker helix 

of RnMFE1.  
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Figure S2. Superposition of bound ligand and its 2Fo-Fc omit map. CoA bound at the ECH active 

site of the single-molecule structure (contour level of the map is 0.9sigma). The cysteamine part of 

the CoA molecule has been built in two conformations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Superposition of bound ligand and its 2Fo-Fc omit map. Nicotinamide (NCA) bound to 

the ECH active site of the single-molecule structure (contour level of the map is 1.7sigma). The water 

(red sphere, H2O 360) is bound in the oxyanion hole.  
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Figure S4. Superposition of bound ligand and its 2Fo-Fc omit map. NAD+ bound to the HAD active 

site of the single-molecule structure (contour level of the map is 1.5sigma).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S5. Superposition of bound ligand and its 2Fo-Fc omit map. 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA bound to 

the ECH active site of molecule A of the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ structure (contour level of the map is 

1.0sigma).    
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Figure S6. Superposition of bound ligand and its PHENIX polder omit map. (a) 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA 

bound to the ECH active site of molecule B of the 3keto-1mM-NAD+ structure, contoured ar 3sigma 

(blue) and 10sigma (red). (b) 3-ketodecanoyl-CoA bound to the HAD active site of molecule A of 

the 3keto-3mM-NAD+ structure, contoured at 3sigma (blue) and 7sigma (red).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Video S1. Conformational flexibility of MFE1. In this animation the four structures of molecule A 

are shown, superimposed using the C-atoms of the residues of domain D, as described in Table 4. 

Green:  A-6Z5O (single-molecule). Cyan: B-5MGB. Yellow: A-5MGB. Orange: A-6Z5F (3keto-

3mM-NAD+).  
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Table S1. Crystallization and crystal treatment conditions. 

 

Structure single-molecule HAD-3keto 3keto-1mM-NAD+ 3keto-3mM-NAD+ 

Protein buffer 

(1 L) 

8 mg/mL dissolved 

in 10 mM PIPES, 

pH 6.5, and 50 mM 

NaCl, that was 

supplemented with 

2 mM CoA and 

incubated for 30 

minutes at room 

temperature. 

8 mg/mL dissolved 

in 10 mM PIPES, 

pH 6.5, and 50 mM 

NaCl, that was 

supplemented with 2 

mM CoA and 

incubated for 30 

minutes at room 

temperature. 

8 mg/mL dissolved in 

10 mM PIPES, pH 

6.5, and 50 mM NaCl, 

that was supplemented 

with 2 mM CoA and 

incubated for 30 

minutes at room 

temperature. 

8 mg/mL dissolved 

in 10 mM PIPES, 

pH 6.5, and 50 mM 

NaCl, that was 

supplemented with 

2 mM CoA and 

incubated for 30 

minutes at room 

temperature. 

Well solution 

(1 L)  

75 mM MES, pH 

6.0,      125 mM 

ammonium 

sulfate, 16% w/v 

PEG4000. 

100mM MES 

pH6.0, 150 

mM  ammonium  

sulfate, 15% w/v 

PEG4000. 

125 mM MES, pH 6.0, 

175 mM ammonium 

sulfate, 17% w/v 

PEG4000. 

100 mM MES, pH 

6.0, 150 mM 

ammonium sulfate, 

15% w/v 

PEG4000.  

Crystal 

soaking 

solution  

(in 1 L drop)  

The crystal was 

transferred in a drop 

of 1 L well 

solution, 

supplemented 

with 2 mM NAD+ 

and 20% glycerol 

for 10 minutes.   

 The crystal was 

washed in a drop of 

well solution 

overnight and 

subsequently soaked 

overnight in a drop 

of well solution 

supplemented with 

0.2 mM 2E-

decenoyl-CoA.   

The crystal was 

washed in a drop of 1 

L well solution 

overnight and 

subsequently soaked 

overnight in a drop of 

well solution 

supplemented with  1 

mM 3-ketodecanoyl-

CoA and 2 mM NAD+
 

The crystal was 

washed in a drop of 

1 L well solution 

overnight and 

subsequently 

soaked overnight in 

a drop of well 

solution 

supplemented with 

3 mM 3-

ketodecanoyl-CoA 

and 2 mM NAD+
 

Cryocooling  
 

The crystal was 

subsequently  

cryocooled  in 

liquid nitrogen. 

 The crystal was 

quickly moved  

through a drop of 

well solution 

supplemented with 

15% glycerol, 0.2 

mM 2E-decenoyl-

CoA, 0.2  mM 

NAD+
 and 

cryocooled in liquid 

nitrogen. 

The crystal was 

quickly moved 

through a drop of well 

solution, 

supplemented with 1 

mM 3-ketodecanoyl-

CoA, 2 mM NAD+ 

and 20% glycerol and 

cryocooled in liquid 

nitrogen. 

The crystal was 

quickly moved 

through  a drop of 

well solution,  

supplemented with 

3mM 3-

ketodecanoyl-CoA, 

2 mM NAD+ and 

20% glycerol and 

cryocooled in liquid 

nitrogen. 

PDB entry  6Z5O 5OMO 6Z5V 6Z5F 
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Table S2. C-C distances in the ECH active site of RnMFE1 and RnECH. 

 

Structure PDB 

entry 

N-terminal end of the catalytic 

helix, helix H3 

In the middle of the linker-

helix, helix H10 

Distance 

(Å) 

RnMFE1, unliganded 

 

3ZW8 Gly100 Phe271 A: 17.5 
B: 17.1 

RnMFE1, AcAc-CoA in ECH active site and NAD+ in 

HAD active site 

5MGB Gly100 Phe271 A: 17.3 
B: 16.6 

RnMFE1, single-molecule 6Z5O 

 

Gly100 Phe271 A: 17.1 

RnMFE1 HAD-3keto 5OMO 

 

Gly100 Phe271 A: 17.2 

B: 16.5 

RnMFE1, 3keto-1mM-NAD+ 

 

6Z5V Gly100 Phe271 A: 17.4 

B: 16.7 

RnMFE1, 3keto-3mM-NAD+ 

 

6Z5F Gly100 Phe271 A: 17.3 

B: 17.1 

RnECH, unliganded (subunit D) and liganded with 

AcAc-CoA (subunits A, B, C, E, F)  
 

1DUB 

 

Gly141 

 

Phe279 

 

A: 15.6 
B: 15.6 
C: 15.6 
D: 15.4 
E: 15.6 
F: 15.6 
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Table S3.  C-C distances in the HAD active site of RnMFE1 and HsHAD. 

 
Structure PDB entry At the N-terminus of the 

pyrophosphate binding helix 
C-terminal end of helix 
DH3 

Distance  
(Å) 

RnMFE1, unliganded 

 

3ZW8 Thr306 Ala524 A: 10.9 

B: 13.6 

RnMFE1, AcAc-CoA in ECH 

active site and NAD+ in HAD 
active site 

5MGB Thr306 Ala524 A: 10.2 

B: 12.8 

RnMFE1, single-molecule 

 

6Z5O Thr306 Ala524 A: 12.4 

RnMFE1, HAD-3keto 

 

5OMO Thr306 Ala524 A: 9.6 

B: 13.7 

RnMFE1, 3keto-1mM-NAD+ 

 

6Z5V Thr306 Ala524 A:10.3 

B:13.6 

RnMFE1, 3keto-3mM-NAD+ 6Z5F Thr306 Ala524 A: 9.8 

B: 13.2 

RnMFE1, BCDE-construct, 
unliganded 

 

1ZCJ Thr306 Ala524 A: 12.8 

HsHAD, liganded with AcAc-

CoA and NAD+ 

 1F0Y Leu25 Val253 A: 8.3 

HsHAD, lliganded with 3S-

hydroxybutanoyl-CoA 

1F12 Leu25 Val253 A: 10.8 

HsHAD, unliganded 

 

1F14 Leu25 Val253 A: 12.0 

 

 

 

 

 


